KID's ACTIVITIES & ZOO

- SAFARI WORLD & SHOW
- DREAM WORLD & AMUSEMENT
- SIAM PARK CITY & AMUSEMENT
- FUN-AIRIUM (INDOOR PLAY GROUND)
- SIAM OCEAN WORLD
- SAMPHRAN ELEPHANT SHOW & ZOO
- SAMUTPRAKAN CROCODILE FARM
- DUSIT ZOO (KHAO DIN)
**SAFARI WORLD & ANIMAL SHOW**

*Safari World* is a drive-in zoological park divided into two parts.

The first part is Safari Park, an open zoo with wild animals like zebras, deer, giraffes, tigers, lions, bears, elephants and others. While passing along the driveway, visitors can observe the animals living in a natural environment. The second part is the Marine Park where there are a variety of marine animals and shows of trained dolphins, birds, seals and apes. There are also several restaurants and game stalls. The park provides a coach service for visitors who do not drive in.

Moreover, you can enjoy other activities available there such as; Lion Sea Show, Hollywood Stunt Show, Spy War, Bird Show, Urang Utan Boxing Show etc.

**Information** : Tel. 0 2518 1000 to 19

**Duration of visit** : Full day

**Open Daily** : Mon.-Fri. 09.00-16.30 hrs. / Sat.,Sun, Holidays 09.00-17.00 hrs.

**Accessibility** : Phahonyotin and Ram Inthra Roads

**For taxi** : ซาฟารีเวิลด์ ถนนรามอินทรา ภ. 9
The gateway to the world of happiness, Dream World is a large amusement park with the European style plaza, fantasy land where the world’s favorite fairy tales come to life and various kinds of exciting rides for adventurers. Also it features an extravaganza, parade as well as action and animal shows in 2 part compound; Adventure Land and Fantasy Land

Location : At km 7 on Rangsit-Ongkharak Road, Pathum Thani Province

Information : Tel: 02-533-1152

Operation hour : Mon-Fri. 10:00-17:00 hrs

Admission fee : Adult 550 Baht/each for the foreigner, (excluded to join in Snow Town)

Dream World Package;

One Entry with Re-riding, Snow Town, Buffet Lunch include Round Trips Transfer from any hotel within center in Bangkok as cost THB. 1,000 per/each

For taxi : ตรีมิวเวิลด์ ถนนรังสิต-องครักษ์ กม. 7
The land of fun and eternal happiness, located in Minburi District, Siam Park City includes a water park featuring a man-made sea with artificial waves and towering water slides, an amusement park containing different kinds of world class rides, and a them park emphasizing education and entertainment. Besides, it has several other attractions like children’s playgrounds and African adventure that cannot be missed.

Information : 02-919-7200-19

Open Daily : 10:00-18:00 hrs

Admission fee : Adults 200 Baht/each and Child 100 Baht/each (included entrance fee and water park only)

For taxi : สวนสยาม ถนนสุขาภิบาล 2 มัณฑฐ
Fun-arium is the largest play facility in the heart of Bangkok. It’s catered for children age 0-13 and their family, who can enjoy wifi, great coffee, international cuisine and relaxing parent area whilst the kids crawl, run, climb, jump and play with new/old friends.

The indoor play ground under concept “Everyday is play day” as children love to play everyday -- and parents want them to -- we’re open 7 days a week, 365 days a year. Hours: 8:30 a.m. -8:30 p.m. (note; they may be closed for private functions and this will be advertised via the official website.
Located on B1 and B2 of Siam Paragon, the gigantic luxurious shopping mall in Bangkok, is Siam Ocean World, Southeast Asia’s largest aquarium (approximately 1,000 sq m) which exhibits over 30,000 native and exotic marine life in seven different zones—Weird and Wonderful, Deep Reef, Living Ocean, Rainforest, Rocky Shore, Open Ocean and Sea Jellies. The whole family will be amazed with the underwater experiences, daily feeding shows, and 4D theatre or be excited with “Dive with the Sharks Program”. Before leaving, visit the Shark Shop which sells all aquatic souvenirs to make your experience memorable.

**Information** : Tel. 0 2687 2000

**Open**  : Daily  : 10.00-20.00 hrs.

**Admission fees**  : Adults 850 baht / Children (80-120 cm) 650 baht

**BTS skytrain**  : Siam Station

**For taxi**  : สยามโอเชี่ยนเวิลด์ สยามพารากอน ถนนพระราม 1
Located to the west of Bangkok in Nakhon Pathom province, for less than an hour drive Samphran Elephant Ground & Zoo is a popular sightseeing destination for both adults and children alike.

It highlights exciting events such as The Elephant Theme Show and the Crocodile Wrestling Show. In the Elephant show, the elephants are the stars of the show where they dance, race, play football and games, “Yutha Hathi”, a great royal battle scene, is even performed with the actors riding on the elephants. As for the wrestling show, the crocodile and the master crocodile catcher perform breathtaking stunts to their audience’s delight.

The visitors can also try to check out the tropical garden and waterfalls on the elephant’s back, visit the orchid nursery, or sample International cuisine and halal as well as Indian food at the Erawan Restaurant. Accredited by CITES as “One of the cleanest and most impressive public displays of crocodiles in the world”, the visitors will surely enjoy exploring the zoo ground.

**Entrance fee including all shows:**
**Adult** 500 baht, **child** below 130 cms. 300 baht.

**Open daily** : 08.30 - 17.30 hrs.
The Crocodile Farm was built in 1950 as Thailand's first crocodile farm. It is now the world's largest crocodile farm. The farm has over 60,000 crocodiles of different kinds in various pits. Daily shows feature catching crocodiles bare-handed. Shows take place every hour from 09.00-17.00, except at noon; additional shows at 12.00 and 17.00 on holidays. Feeding time is 16.30 - 17.30.

Another star attraction for visitors is the elephant show of which performances are held daily every hour from 09.30 -16.30. Furthermore, you can see tigers, chimpanzees, and other animals such as gibbons, turtles, boa constrictors, pythons, birds, camels, hippopotamuses, and of various species of fishes. There is even a Dinosaur Museum which has on display life-size models and skeletons of more than 13 kinds of dinosaurs and also features a multi-vision slide presentation on man and prehistoric animals.

Other attractions include a dinosaur museum, a snake park with coiled pythons, ostriches, peacocks, tigers, gibbons and more.

**Location** : 555 Moo 7, Taiban Road, Tambon Taiban.

**Information** : Tel. 02 703 4891-5, 02 703 5144-8.

**Operation hours** : Open daily 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Dusit Zoo at Khao Din Park is a city zoo in Bangkok, Thailand.

Located at Khao Din Park in Bangkok's Dusit District next to the Parliament House and Dusit Palace, it is the oldest zoo of Thailand, built by King Chulalongkorn (Rama V) as his private garden adjacent to the royal palace. After the King's passing, the garden was left unattended for years. In 1938, the revolutionary government asked King Rama VIII's regency to give this park to Bangkok City Municipality to be open as a public zoo. The King himself kindly bestowed deers and a number of other animals from the palace for public exhibition. The City of Bangkok operated the zoo until 1954. Since then it has been transferred to the state Zoological Park Organization.

Dusit Zoo covers the area of approximately 118 rais. It has more than 1600 animals of various types of domestic and international wildlife. It is the perfect zoo in the middle of the city. It completely runs the businesses according to the objective in terms of education, conservation and breeding, animal raising areas and relaxation are for the public.

Information : Tel. 0-2281-2000, 0-2281-9027-8

Admission fee : 100 Baht/each for adults
                50 Baht/each for children

Operation hour : 08:00-18:00 hrs